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8.1 Introduction
Traditionally, research on early physical
reasoning has focused on the simple types of
physical events our distant human ancestors
routinely observed and produced as they interacted with objects. These types include, for
example, occlusion, containment, support,
and collision events. Over the ﬁrst two years
of life, infants become increasingly sophisticated at reasoning about these events. How is
this sophistication achieved? In this chapter,
we describe three successive waves of infancy
research that each brought to light critical
components of the cognitive architecture that
supports early physical reasoning and its
development.

8.2 First Wave: Core Knowledge and
Information-Processing Capabilities
The study of early physical reasoning began
with Piaget (1952, 1954), who was the ﬁrst
researcher to systematically investigate the
development of infants’ physical knowledge.
He examined their responses in various action
tasks and concluded that infants initially possess little knowledge about the physical world.
For example, after observing that infants
under eight or nine months of age (henceforth
young infants) do not search for objects they
have observed being hidden, Piaget proposed
that young infants lack a concept of object
permanence and do not yet understand that

objects are objective, permanent entities that
continue to exist when out of sight. Piaget’s
conclusion that young infants understand very
little about physical events was generally
accepted until the 1980s, when researchers
became concerned that his exclusive reliance
on action tasks (the only ones available to him
at the time) might have led him to underestimate infants’ physical knowledge.
This concern led investigators to seek alternative methods for exploring young infants’
physical reasoning. One method that proved
particularly helpful in revealing hitherto
unsuspected competencies was the violationof-expectation (VOE) method (Baillargeon
et al., 1985). This method takes advantage of
infants’ natural tendency to look longer at
events that violate, as opposed to conﬁrm,
their expectations. In recent years, several variations of the VOE method have been
developed. For example, researchers have
found that infants spend more time exploring
objects featured in unexpected as opposed to
expected events (Stahl & Feigenson, 2015;
Zhang & Wang, 2019) and select unexpected
over expected events when allowed to choose
what they see next (Jin et al., 2018). All of
these VOE methods depend on infants’ propensity to use their mental model of the world
to predict how events will unfold; when an
event does not unfold as expected, infants
inspect it to glean information for revising
their model, so as to better predict outcomes
in the future.
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8.2.1 Object Permanence Revisited
Over time, numerous VOE experiments on
object permanence revealed that, contrary to
what Piaget (1952, 1954) had claimed, even
very young infants realize that objects continue to exist when out of sight (Baillargeon,
1993). For example, infants aged two and a
half to ﬁve months detected a violation when
an object was hidden behind a screen that then
rotated through the space occupied by the
object (Baillargeon, 1987; Baillargeon et al.,
1985); when an object moved through an obstacle behind a screen (Baillargeon & DeVos,
1991; Spelke et al., 1992); when an object was
hidden in one location and retrieved from a
different location (Newcombe et al., 1999;
Wilcox et al., 1996); when an object moved
behind one screen and reappeared from behind
a different screen without appearing in the gap
between them (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999);
when an object was hidden in a container that
was then slid forward and to the side to reveal
the object standing in the container’s initial
position (Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001b); and
when an object disappeared from behind a
screen (Wynn, 1992) or from under a cover
(Wang et al., 2005).
These and other similar results provided
converging evidence that from a very young
age, infants can represent and reason about
hidden objects. By the same token, these
results also called into question the Piagetian
view, prevalent during most of the twentieth
century, that infants are limited sensorimotor
processors incapable of representation or
thought (Piaget, 1952, 1954). As might be
expected, ﬁerce controversies ensued as
researchers steeped in the Piagetian tradition
questioned these new VOE tasks and offered
deﬂationary accounts for their ﬁndings.
According to many of these accounts, infants
looked longer at the unexpected than at the
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expected test event in each task because the
familiarization events used to introduce the
task inadvertently induced a transient and
superﬁcial preference for the unexpected event
(Bogartz et al., 1997; Cashon & Cohen, 2000;
Haith, 1998; Thelen & Smith, 1994). However,
empirical tests of these alternative accounts
provided little support for them: Even when
given a VOE object-permanence task with no
familiarization trials, only test trials, young
infants still looked signiﬁcantly longer at the
unexpected than at the expected event, suggesting that they did possess a concept of
object permanence (Wang et al., 2004).
Today, there is general agreement among
developmental researchers that young infants
can represent objects that go out of sight.
Indeed, researchers often take advantage of
this capacity to explore other facets of early
cognition, such as infants’ ability to track
others’ beliefs (Hyde et al., 2018; Kampis
et al., 2015; Kovács et al., 2010; Southgate &
Vernetti, 2014). For example, in a study using
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (Hyde
et al., 2018), seven-month-olds watched
videotaped scenarios in which an agent saw
a toy being hidden in one of two containers.
Next, the agent either faced away while the
toy was transferred to the other container
(false-belief scenario) or witnessed this transfer (true-belief scenario). In each scenario,
activation in the temporal-parietal junction
(a brain region involved in the tracking of
others’ beliefs) was measured prior to the
agent’s search for the toy. Like adults (Hyde
et al., 2015), infants showed more activation
during the false- than the true-belief scenario,
suggesting that they were tracking what information was available to the agent about the
location of the hidden toy (see Chapters 12
and 13). This conclusion presumes, of course,
that infants could represent the continued
existence of the hidden toy.
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8.2.2 Further Physical Expectations
The ﬁndings from VOE object-permanence
tasks did not only demonstrate that young
infants expect an object to continue to exist
when out of sight: In many cases, due to the
speciﬁc events shown, the ﬁndings provided
evidence of additional physical expectations.
In particular, they indicated that young infants
already understand that an object cannot pass
through space occupied by another object
(Baillargeon et al., 1985; Spelke et al., 1992),
cannot follow a discontinuous path through
space (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999; Spelke
et al., 1995a), and cannot exert a force on
another object without contact (Kotovsky &
Baillargeon, 2000; Spelke et al., 1995b).
Encouraged by these ﬁndings, investigators
began exploring other aspects of infants’ physical world, adapting the VOE method as
needed for the purpose. It soon became clear
that while young infants held the expectations
listed above for both inert and self-propelled
objects (including humans; Baillargeon et al.,
1990; Saxe et al., 2006), the same was not true
of other expectations, which differed for the
two types of objects. For example, young
infants detected a violation if an inert object
suddenly began to move on its own, if it spontaneously reversed direction after being set
into motion, if it failed to move when forcibly
hit or pulled, and if it failed to fall when
released in midair (Luo et al., 2009;
Needham & Baillargeon, 1993; Saxe et al.,
2007; Spelke et al., 1995b). Strikingly, all of
these expectations differed for self-propelled
objects: Young infants did not ﬁnd it unexpected if a self-propelled object reversed direction on its own, if it failed to move when
forcibly hit or pulled, and if it failed to fall
when released in midair (Baillargeon et al.,
2009b; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Luo et al.,
2009; Spelke et al., 1995b). These and related

results suggested that when a novel object
gives sufﬁcient evidence of being selfpropelled, young infants endow it with an
internal source of energy and understand that
it can use this energy to initiate or alter its own
motion as well as to resist or exert external
forces (Baillargeon et al., 2009b; Gelman,
1990; Leslie, 1994; Luo et al., 2009; Saxe
et al., 2007).

8.2.3 Core Knowledge
The results summarized in Sections 8.2.1 and
8.2.2 hinted at remarkably sophisticated physical knowledge in young infants. As such, these
results naturally gave rise to the following
questions: Where did this knowledge come
from? How could we explain its presence in
young infants with limited motor skills and
scant experience of the world?
An inﬂuential proposal, the core-knowledge
hypothesis, suggested an answer to these questions. This hypothesis holds that infants are
born with a skeletal framework of core principles and concepts that guides their
reasoning
about
physical
events
(Baillargeon, 2008; Baillargeon & Carey,
2012; Carey, 2011; Gelman, 1990; Keil,
1995; Leslie, 1995; Spelke et al., 1992,
1995b; Ullman et al., 2017; Wellman &
Gelman, 1992). Descriptions of these principles and concepts differ among researchers,
and they have also changed substantially over
time as new ﬁndings have come to light.
Nevertheless, a common assumption is that
young infants are capable of sophisticated
reasoning about physical events because they
are innately prepared by evolution to do so:
Their skeletal framework places them in the
right ball park, so to speak, to begin
reasoning about events in ways that will make
possible rapid learning about the physical
world.
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8.2.3.1 Core Principles
The core principles in the skeletal framework
underlying infants’ physical reasoning constrain their expectations about the displacements and interactions of objects and other
physical entities. To the best of our knowledge,
these principles include “persistence,” “inertia,” and “gravity” (these are introduced in
quote marks to emphasize that they are only
rudimentary versions of the principles used by
physicists).
The persistence principle states that all other
things being equal, objects persist, as they are,
in time and space (Baillargeon, 2008;
Baillargeon et al., 2009a). This principle has
many corollaries, which dictate that an object
cannot occupy the same space as another
object (solidity) and cannot spontaneously disappear (continuity), break apart (cohesion),
fuse with another object (boundedness), or
change into a different object (unchangeableness) (Baillargeon, 2008; Baillargeon et al.,
2009a; Spelke et al., 1992, 1995b). (Of course,
objects can undergo such modiﬁcations
through causal transformations, but our focus
here is on spontaneous, unassisted, physically
impossible modiﬁcations). The positive ﬁndings of the VOE object-permanence tasks
reviewed earlier indicate that, from a young
age, infants are sensitive to persistence violations
(Aguiar
&
Baillargeon,
1999;
Baillargeon, 1987; Hespos & Baillargeon,
2001b; Spelke et al., 1992; Wang et al., 2005;
Wilcox et al., 1996; for related ﬁndings with
non-solid substances, see Anderson et al.,
2018; Hespos et al., 2016).
The inertia principle states that objects at
rest will remain at rest and objects in motion
will follow a smooth path without abrupt
changes in direction or speed, unless they are
acted upon by forces sufﬁcient to alter their
rest or motion states (Baillargeon et al., 2009b;
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Luo et al., 2009). The evidence reviewed
earlier that young infants ﬁnd it unexpected if
an inert object initiates its own motion, spontaneously reverses direction, or remains stationary when forcibly hit or pulled, indicates
that, from an early age, infants are sensitive to
inertia violations (Baillargeon et al., 2009b;
Kosugi & Fujita, 2002; Kotovsky &
Baillargeon, 2000; Luo et al., 2009; Saxe
et al., 2007; Spelke et al., 1995b).
Finally, the gravity principle states that, all
other things being equal, objects fall when
unsupported (Baillargeon & DeJong, 2017).
The evidence reviewed earlier that young
infants ﬁnd it unexpected if an inert object
remains suspended in midair indicates that,
from an early age, infants are sensitive to gravity violations (Baillargeon et al., 2009b; Luo
et al., 2009; Needham & Baillargeon, 1993).

8.2.3.2 Core Concepts
The core concepts in the skeletal framework
underlying infants’ physical reasoning involve
unobservable elements that help explain events’
outcomes. Core concepts include “internal
energy” and “force.” As we saw in Section
8.2.3.1, when a novel object gives sufﬁcient evidence of being self-propelled (e.g., begins to
move on its own), young infants endow it with
internal energy and recognize that it can use this
energy to control its motion and to resist or exert
forces (Baillargeon et al., 2009b; Gelman, 1990;
Leslie, 1995; Luo et al., 2009; Saxe et al., 2007).
When infants see an object hit another object,
they represent a force – like a directional arrow –
being exerted by the ﬁrst object onto the second
one (Kominsky et al., 2017; Kotovsky &
Baillargeon, 1994, 2000; Leslie, 1995; Leslie &
Keeble, 1987; Mascalzoni et al., 2013). There are
no doubt other explanatory concepts that play
an important role in infant’s physical reasoning.
Some of these, like the concept of cause, may be
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highly abstract and shared with other domains
of core knowledge, such as psychological
reasoning (Liu et al., 2019).

8.2.3.3 Kinds of Explanations
When watching physical events, infants bring
to bear their core knowledge to build explanations for the events and predict how they will
unfold. In these explanations, principles and
concepts are woven together seamlessly. To
illustrate, consider an experiment in which
six-month-olds were ﬁrst introduced to a novel
self-propelled box (Luo et al., 2009). Next, the
box rested behind a screen that lay ﬂat on the
apparatus ﬂoor, and infants saw one of two
test events. In the one-screen event, the screen
was lifted and lowered to reveal no box, and
then it was lifted and lowered again to reveal
the box once more. The two-screen event was
identical except that a second screen stood
upright to the right of the ﬁrst; when raised,
the ﬁrst screen occluded the left edge of the
second screen, making it possible for the box
to surreptitiously move behind it.
Infants looked signiﬁcantly longer if shown
the one-screen as opposed to the two-screen
event, suggesting that they (1) categorized the
box as a self-propelled object, endowed with
internal energy, (2) found it unexpected in the
one-screen event when the box magically disappeared and reappeared, in violation of the
persistence principle, and (3) inferred in the
two-screen event that the box used its internal
energy to slip behind the second screen when it
“disappeared” and to return behind the ﬁrst
screen when it “reappeared.” Control results
with an inert box supported this interpretation,
as infants then found both events unexpected.
Together, these ﬁndings nicely illustrate how
infants’ core knowledge can support their
physical reasoning and help them generate
plausible explanations for novel or unfamiliar
events.

Of course, the explanations infants build for
physical events are typically shallow and
lacking in mechanistic detail (Keil, 1995;
Wilson & Keil, 2000) (e.g., how did the selfpropelled box use its internal energy to move
back and forth behind the screens?). As Keil
(1995) noted, these are “kinds of explanations”
(p. 261), rather than speciﬁc, detailed, mechanistic explanations. Nevertheless, infants’ shallow causal understandings are sufﬁcient to
support many sophisticated inferences (Aguiar
& Baillargeon, 2002; Saxe et al., 2005).

8.2.4 Information-Processing
Capabilities
Although infants’ core physical knowledge
could explain their success at VOE objectpermanence tasks, one important question
remained: If infants could represent the continued existence of hidden objects from a very
young age, why did they fail manual-search
tasks for several months after they learned to
reach for objects? The dissociation between the
positive ﬁndings of VOE object-permanence
tasks and the negative ﬁndings of manualsearch tasks (see also Ahmed & Ruffman,
1998; Daum et al., 2009) remained the focus
of heated debate for many years, until a new
approach suggested a way of reconciling these
divergent ﬁndings (Boudreau & Bushnell, 2000;
Diamond, 2013; Keen & Berthier, 2004).
Proponents of this processing-load approach
suggested that (1) infants’ informationprocessing resources are initially limited and
improve gradually with age; (2) the processing
demands of any action task depend on both the
difﬁculty of the physical reasoning involved
and the difﬁculty of the actions involved; and
(3) infants may fail at an action task because
the combined demands of the task overwhelm
their limited resources. From this perspective,
the reason why young infants who are able to
reach for objects fail at manual-search tasks is
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not that they cannot represent a hidden object
(they do so in VOE tasks; Baillargeon et al.,
1985), and not that they cannot plan and execute means-end actions to retrieve an object
(they do so in action tasks with partly visible
objects; Shinskey, 2002). Rather, it is that
doing both of these activities at once (i.e., representing a hidden object and planning and
executing the actions necessary to retrieve it)
overwhelms their limited information-processing capabilities.
The processing-load approach has led
researchers to seek action tasks that minimize
overall demands when investigating at what
age infants ﬁrst demonstrate speciﬁc physical
knowledge in their actions. Several VOE ﬁndings have now been conﬁrmed using lowdemand action tasks, making clear that when
task demands are kept at a minimum to avoid
taxing infants’ limited information-processing
capacities, action tasks can reveal the same
physical knowledge as VOE tasks (for a
review, see Hauf et al., 2012).

8.3 Second Wave: Developments in
the Physical-Reasoning System
As investigations continued, it soon became
clear that one could not fully account for
infants’ physical reasoning by considering only
their core knowledge and informationprocessing capabilities. A key difﬁculty was
that when tested with subtle core violations
that could not be discerned without attending
to the speciﬁc properties of objects and their
arrangements, infants often failed to detect
these violations. When an object passed behind
a large screen, for example, infants under three
months did not detect a violation if the object
failed to appear in a low opening in the screen
(Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999, 2002); infants
under three and a half months did not detect
a violation if the object failed to appear in a
high opening in the screen (Baillargeon &
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DeVos, 1991; Luo & Baillargeon, 2005);
infants under seven and a half months did not
detect a violation if the object surreptitiously
changed pattern behind the screen (Wilcox,
1999; Wilcox et al., 2011); and infants under
eleven and a half months did not detect a violation if the object surreptitiously changed
color behind the screen (Káldy & Leslie, 2003;
Wilcox & Chapa, 2004).
These and similar negative results with other
events (Baillargeon, 1991; Baillargeon et al.,
1992; Kotovsky & Baillargeon, 1998;
Newcombe et al., 1999) led to two broad realizations. First, because infants apply their core
knowledge not to events in the world but to
mental representations of these events, they can
detect subtle core violations involving speciﬁc
properties of objects and their arrangements
only if they include the relevant information
in their event representations (e.g., when an
object passes behind a screen, infants can
detect a surreptitious change to the color of
the object only if they include color information in their representation of the event).
Second, the evidence that infants initially
detect few violations and come to detect more
and more with age indicates that their event
representations are at ﬁrst very sparse and
become gradually richer and more detailed.
Spurred by these realizations, researchers
began to investigate how event representations
develop over time (for detailed reviews, see
Baillargeon et al., 2009a, 2011).

8.3.1 Event Representations
Research on early event representations has
yielded a large body of evidence that we summarize in three sets of ﬁndings.

8.3.1.1 Event Categories and Vectors
As infants observe and produce physical
events, they form distinct event categories,
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such as occlusion, containment, support, collision, covering, tube, and burying events
(Casasola, 2008; Hespos & Baillargeon,
2001a, 2006; Kotovsky & Baillargeon, 2000;
Mou & Luo, 2017; Newcombe et al., 1999;
Wang & Baillargeon, 2006; Wang et al.,
2005). Each event category represents a type
of causal interaction between objects. To predict how events from a category will unfold
over time, infants have to learn about multiple
facets of the events; we refer to these facets as
vectors. When an object is lowered into a container, for example, vectors for this containment event include: whether the object will ﬁt
into the opening of the container, whether it
will protrude above the rim of the container,
whether it will remain partly visible through
the sidewalls of the container, and, when
retrieved from a container large enough to
contain multiple objects, whether it is the same
individual object or a different object.

8.3.1.2 Rules and Causally Relevant Features
For each vector of an event category, infants
acquire rules that identify features (i.e., properties of objects and their arrangements) that
are causally relevant for predicting outcomes
(Baillargeon et al., 1992; Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2001a; Kotovsky & Baillargeon,
1998; Wang & Baillargeon, 2006; Wang et al.,
2003, 2005, 2016; Wilcox, 1999). Once infants
have identiﬁed a feature as relevant to an event
category, from that point on they routinely
include information about the feature when
representing events from the category.
For some vectors, the rule needed to predict
outcomes is fairly straightforward and is
acquired without much difﬁculty. For
example, infants as young as four and a half
months of age realize that the width of an
object relative to that of a container’s opening
determines whether the object can be lowered
into the container (Goldman & Wang, 2019;

Wang et al., 2004). For other vectors, however,
the rule needed to predict outcomes is more
complex or multi-faceted, and infants acquire
a series of rules that gradually approximate the
correct rule, with each new rule revising or
elaborating the one(s) before it. In the case of
support events involving inert objects, for
example, one key vector is whether an object
will remain stable or fall when released in contact with another object (henceforth base).
Initially, young infants have no particular
expectation about the outcomes of these events;
between about four and a half and thirteen and
a half months of age, however, they identify a
series of rules that help them predict these outcomes more and more accurately.
Thus, by about four and a half to ﬁve and a
half months, infants acquire a type-of-contact
rule: An object remains stable if released on
top of a base, but not if released against or
under it (Baillargeon, 1995; Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2008; Merced-Nieves et al.,
2020). By about six and a half months, they
acquire a proportion-of-contact rule: An object
on a base remains stable as long as 50 percent
or more of its bottom surface is supported
(Baillargeon et al., 1992; Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2008; Luo et al., 2009). By about
eight months, they acquire a position-of-contact rule: An object on a base can remain
stable with less than 50 percent support as long
as the middle of its bottom surface is supported (Dan et al., 2000; Huettel &
Needham, 2000; Wang et al., 2016). Finally,
by about thirteen months, infants acquire a
proportional-distribution rule: When released
with one end on a base, an object remains
stable as long as the proportion of the entire
object (not just its bottom surface) on the base
is greater than that off the base (Baillargeon &
DeJong, 2017). This last rule allows infants to
correctly predict the outcomes of support
events involving asymmetrical as well as symmetrical objects (e.g., an L-shaped box
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released with the rightmost 50 percent of its
bottom surface on a base will fall, because the
proportion of the entire box that is off the base
is greater than that on the base).

8.3.1.3 Errors of Omission and Commission
By knowing what rules infants have acquired,
researchers can predict the types of errors
infants will produce in VOE tasks
(Baillargeon & DeJong, 2017; Luo &
Baillargeon, 2005; Wang et al., 2016; Zhang
& Wang, 2019). Errors of omission occur when
infants see a physically impossible event (e.g.,
in the laboratory) and view it as expected
because it happens to be consistent with their
faulty rule. An example of an error of omission
is a ﬁve-month-old who fails to detect a violation when an object remains stable with only
the leftmost 15 percent of its bottom surface
supported, because this event is consistent with
her type-of-contact rule (Baillargeon et al.,
1992; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2008). In contrast, errors of commission occur when infants
see a physically possible event (e.g., in the
laboratory or in daily life) and ﬁnd it unexpected because it happens to contradict their
faulty rule. An example of an error of commission is a seven-month-old who detects a violation when an object remains stable with only
the middle 33 percent of its bottom surface
supported, because this event is inconsistent
with her proportion-of-contact rule (Wang
et al., 2016; Zhang & Wang, 2019).

8.3.2 Explanation-based Learning
How do infants acquire and revise their physical rules? There is growing evidence that
explanation-based learning (EBL) is one of
the key processes that enable them to do so
(Baillargeon & DeJong, 2017; Wang, 2019;
Wang & Baillargeon, 2008a; Wang & Kohne,
2007).
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8.3.2.1 The EBL Process
EBL has three main steps (Baillargeon &
DeJong, 2017), and the ﬁrst is triggering.
When infants encounter outcomes they cannot
explain based on their current knowledge, the
EBL process is triggered. In situations where
no existing rule applies, infants may notice
unexplained variation in events’ outcomes
(e.g., infants who have not yet acquired the
ﬁrst support rule, type-of-contact, may notice
that objects released in contact with a base
sometimes remain stable and sometimes fall).
In situations where an existing rule does apply,
infants may notice that, while some outcomes
support the rule, others contradict it (e.g.,
infants who have acquired the type-of-contact
rule may notice that objects released on top of
a base sometimes remain stable, as predicted,
but sometimes fall). Either way, exposure to
the unexplained outcomes triggers EBL.
The second step in the EBL process is
explanation construction and generalization.
Infants ﬁrst search for a potential feature
whose values consistently map onto the different outcomes they have observed (e.g., when
the feature has value x, one outcome is
observed; when the feature has value y, a different outcome is observed). If they discover
such a feature (infants’ statistical-learning or
regularity-detection processes must often play
a key role in this discovery; Kirkham et al.,
2002; Saffran & Kirkham, 2018; Saffran et al.,
1996; Wang, 2019), they bring to bear their
physical knowledge (i.e., core knowledge and
acquired rules) to generate a plausible explanation for how the feature contributed to the
observed outcomes. If they can construct such
an explanation, they then generalize it,
resulting in a candidate rule that incorporates
only the relevant feature speciﬁed in the
explanation.
The ﬁnal step in the EBL process is
empirical conﬁrmation. Once a rule has been
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hypothesized, it must be evaluated against further empirical evidence, which will serve to
either conﬁrm or reject it. If the candidate rule
proves accurate in predicting outcomes for a
few additional exemplars, it is adopted,
becomes part of infants’ physical knowledge,
and, from then on, helps guide prediction
and action.
The EBL process makes clear why infants
generally do not acquire rules based on spurious or accidental regularities in their environments: For a regularity to be adopted as a rule
for an event category, it must be plausibly
(even if shallowly) explained by infants’ physical knowledge. Finally, the EBL process also
makes clear why infants may require only a
few exemplars to acquire a new rule. Because
EBL combines both analytic evidence (i.e., the
explanation that is constructed and generalized into a candidate rule) and empirical evidence, it makes possible highly efﬁcient
learning.

8.3.2.2 Teaching Experiments
The EBL process does not only make clear
how infants acquire and revise their physical
rules: It also suggests how infants might be
“taught” a rule they have not yet acquired
via exposure to EBL-designed observations
(Baillargeon & DeJong, 2017; Wang, 2019;
Wang & Baillargeon, 2008a; Wang & Kohne,
2007). One teaching experiment, for example,
sought to teach eleven-month-olds the support
rule of proportional distribution, which is typically not acquired until about thirteen months
(Baillargeon & DeJong, 2017).
Infants ﬁrst received three pairs of teaching
trials. In each pair, an experimenter’s gloved
hand placed the right half of an asymmetrical
box’s bottom surface on a base and then
released the box. Consistent with physical
laws, the box fell when released with its smaller
end on the base (small-on event), but it

remained stable when released in the reverse
orientation, with its larger end on the base
(large-on event). Each teaching pair involved
a different asymmetrical box (e.g., a box
shaped like a letter B on its back, a righttriangle box, and a staircase-shaped box).
Following the teaching trials, infants saw two
static test displays in which half of an Lshaped box’s bottom surface lay on a base. In
the unexpected display, the box’s smaller end
was supported; in the expected display, the
box’s larger end was supported.
Infants detected the violation in the unexpected test display, suggesting that they had
acquired the proportional-distribution rule
during the three pairs of teaching trials. How
did these trials facilitate EBL? First, each
small-on event contradicted infants’ proportion-of-contact rule (i.e., the box fell even
though half of its bottom surface rested on
the base), and these unexplained outcomes
triggered the EBL process. Second, because
in each teaching pair the small-on and largeon events differed only in the box’s orientation, infants could rapidly zero in on this
information in their quest for an explanation.
By bringing to bear their physical knowledge,
infants could reason that (1) since an inert
object falls when unsupported (in accordance
with the gravity principle) but remains stable
when released on a base because the base passively blocks its fall (in accordance with the
solidity principle), then (2) it was plausible that
in each teaching trial the base could block the
fall of the asymmetrical box when half or more
of the entire box was on the base, but not when
half or more of the entire box was off the base –
the larger unsupported portion of the box then
caused it to tip off the base and topple to the
apparatus ﬂoor. Armed with this explanation,
infants could then hypothesize a proportionaldistribution rule: An object released with one
end resting on a base will remain stable as long
as the proportion of the entire object that is on
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the base is greater than that off the base.
Third, infants could conﬁrm this hypothesized
rule because across the teaching trials they saw
three different asymmetrical boxes all behave
in accordance with the rule (e.g., infants might
have used the ﬁrst two boxes to generate the
rule, and the third box to conﬁrm it).
Additional experiments indicated that
infants no longer learned the proportionaldistribution rule (i.e., failed to detect the
violation in the unexpected test display) if the
teaching trials were modiﬁed to disrupt one or
more of the EBL steps. Thus, infants did not
acquire the rule (1) when shown only teaching
events consistent with their proportion-ofcontact rule, so that the EBL process was not
triggered (e.g., infants saw only large-on
events); (2) when shown reverse teaching
events for which they could construct no plausible explanation (e.g., in each teaching pair,
the box now remained stable in the small-on
event and fell in the large-on event); and (3)
when shown too few distinct exemplars to generate and empirically conﬁrm the rule (e.g., the
three teaching pairs involved only two asymmetrical boxes, with one box appearing in both
the ﬁrst and third pairs). Finally, infants also
failed to acquire the rule when shown teaching
events that could in principle support EBL but
made the search for an explanation harder
(e.g., salient irrelevant differences were added
to the teaching events, making it difﬁcult for
infants to rapidly zero in on the box’s orientation as a critical feature).

8.3.3 Décalages
When introducing the second wave of research
on early physical reasoning, we noted that
when young infants are tested with subtle core
violations that can be discerned only by
attending to the speciﬁc properties of objects
and their arrangements, they often fail to
detect these violations. The research reviewed
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in Section 8.3.2 helped explain these failures by
showing that (1) infants typically succeed at
reasoning about a feature in an event only if
they have identiﬁed the feature as causally
relevant for the event category involved; (2)
after a feature is identiﬁed as relevant (with
EBL playing an important role in this identiﬁcation process), infants routinely encode information about the feature when representing
events from the category; and (3) once information about a feature is included in an
event’s representation, it is interpreted by
infants’ physical knowledge, allowing them to
detect subtle core violations involving the feature. These include interaction violations (i.e.,
objects interact in ways that are not physically
possible given their properties) and change violations (i.e., objects spontaneously undergo
changes that are not physically possible). To
illustrate, consider the occlusion feature
height, which is identiﬁed at about three and
a half months. Infants who have acquired this
feature detect an interaction violation if a tall
object that is passing behind a screen of the
same height fails to appear in a high opening in
the screen (Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991;
Baillargeon & Graber, 1987), or if a tall object
becomes almost fully hidden when lowered
behind a short occluder (Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2001a; Mou & Luo, 2017).
Infants also detect a change violation if an
object is either much taller or much shorter
after being brieﬂy occluded (Goldman &
Wang, 2019; Wang & Baillargeon, 2006).
Thus, for any feature identiﬁed as causally
relevant to an event category, there is broad
generalization within the category: The feature
is encoded for any event from the category
(e.g., for any occlusion event), and it allows
the detection of many types of violations
involving the feature.
In contrast to infants’ pervasive and ﬂexible use of identiﬁed features within each
event category, there is no evidence that
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infants transfer identiﬁed features between
event categories: Features from one category
are not passed on to other categories, even
when equally relevant. This means that when
infants happen to identify a feature at different ages in different event categories, striking
décalages (to use a Piagetian term) or lags can
be observed in their responses to similar
events from the different categories. For
example, ﬁve-to-six-month-olds detect a
change violation if an object surreptitiously
changes shape when behind an occluder
(Káldy & Leslie, 2005; Wilcox, 1999) or when
inside a container (Wang & Onishi, 2017),
but not if it changes shape when buried in
sand (Newcombe et al., 1999). Similarly,
infants as young as three and a half months
can detect interaction and change violations
involving height in occlusion events, as we
just saw, but such violations are not detected
until much later in other event categories: at
about seven and a half months in containment events, twelve months in covering
events, and fourteen months in tube events
(Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a; Wang &
Baillargeon, 2006; Wang et al., 2005).
Décalages between event categories have
also been observed in action tasks. For
example, six-month-olds correctly searched
for a tall frog behind a tall as opposed to a
short occluder – but they searched randomly
when the occluders were replaced with a tall
and a short container (the occluders were identical to the fronts of the containers) (Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2006). Similarly, after being
“taught” to attend to the feature height in
covering events, nine-month-olds correctly
searched for a tall toy under a tall as opposed
to a short cover, thereby showing immediate
generalization of the feature to novel events
from the category – but they searched randomly when the covers were replaced with a
tall and a short tube (the tubes were identical

to the covers without their tops; Wang &
Kohne, 2007).

8.3.4 Object-File and PhysicalReasoning Systems
8.3.4.1 Multiple Representations
The growing evidence of marked décalages
between event categories indicated that (1)
identiﬁed features are not transferred across
categories and (2) weeks or months can separate the identiﬁcation of the same feature in
different categories. Additional evidence indicated that when infants failed to include information about an unidentiﬁed feature in an
event representation, it did not necessarily
mean that they had not registered the feature
at all (i.e., that their brains had not encoded it
in any way). Strikingly, infants who failed to
detect a violation involving a feature could
sometimes be shown, using other tasks, to
have registered the feature (Wang &
Goldman, 2016; Wang & Mitroff, 2009).
In one experiment (Wang & Goldman,
2016), for example, twelve-month-olds saw an
experimenter’s hand lower a tall cover (cover
condition) or a tall tube (tube condition) over a
short block. Next, the hand lifted the cover or
tube to reveal either the same block as before
(no-change event) or a much taller block
(change event). Consistent with prior ﬁndings
that the feature height is identiﬁed at about
twelve months in covering events but only at
about fourteen months in tube events (Wang &
Baillargeon, 2006; Wang et al., 2005), infants
in the cover condition detected the change to
the block’s height, whereas those in the tube
condition did not. However, infants did detect
this change in a modiﬁed-tube condition in
which they were brieﬂy turned away from the
apparatus while the tube was lowered over the
block and lifted back again.
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These results suggested that two distinct
cognitive systems were involved in infants’
responses. One system formed detailed representations of the test objects, including their
heights. When infants witnessed no causal
interaction in the test trial, as in the modiﬁedtube condition, this ﬁrst system guided infants’
responses, leading to enhanced attention to the
novel block in the change event (i.e., infants
produced a novelty response). However, when
infants did witness a causal interaction, as in
the cover and tube conditions, a second system
took over, built a specialized representation of
the event, and used it to predict how the event
would unfold. Because this second system had
already identiﬁed height as a causally relevant
feature for covering events, but not for tube
events, it behaved differently in the two conditions. In the cover condition, the second
system retrieved the height information from
the ﬁrst system and included it in the event’s
representation; when interpreted by infants’
physical knowledge, this information allowed
them to detect the persistence violation in the
change event. In the tube condition, in contrast, the second system did not retrieve the
height information from the ﬁrst system, causing infants to fail to detect the persistence
violation in the change event.
The notion that infants might form multiple
representations of objects and hold information in one representation that they fail to use
in another might be puzzling at ﬁrst. However,
this notion echoes extensive ﬁndings from the
adult literature on change blindness. In particular, these ﬁndings show that (1) adults
often fail to detect salient changes to attended
objects that go brieﬂy out of view, in both
laboratory and real-world settings (Rensink
et al., 1997; Simons & Levin, 1998; Simons
et al., 2002) and (2) adults may overlook a
featural change to an object, even though the
information necessary to detect this change
has been encoded, is maintained, and can be
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accessed experimentally via photographic lineups, probing questions, or more implicit measures (Angelone et al., 2003; Hollingworth
et al., 2001; Mitroff et al., 2004).

8.3.4.2 The Two-System Model
In recent years, several multi-system models
have been proposed (Baillargeon et al., 2011,
2012; Wang & Baillargeon, 2008b), building
on prior research in the adult and infant literature (Huttenlocher et al., 1991, 2002;
Kahneman et al., 1992; Leslie et al., 1998;
Pylyshyn, 1989, 2007; Rips et al., 2006).
In the most recent of these models (Lin et
al., 2021; Stavans et al., 2019), the two cognitive systems that contribute to early physical
reasoning are the object-ﬁle (OF) system
(Gordon & Irwin, 1996; Kahneman et al.,
1992) and the physical-reasoning (PR) system
(Baillargeon et al., 2011; Wang & Baillargeon,
2008b). The two systems serve different functions and have at least partly distinct neural
substrates (Fischer et al., 2016; Grill-Spector
et al., 2001). When infants see objects (e.g., in
a picture book, a static scene, or an event), the
OF system builds a temporary representation
of the “where” and “what” information about
each object, drawing on incoming perception
as well as on stored knowledge, and it updates
this information as needed. If the objects are
involved in a causal interaction, the PR system
also becomes engaged. It builds a specialized
representation of the interaction that contains
a subset of the information in the objects’ ﬁles,
and it uses this representation, together with its
physical knowledge (i.e., core knowledge and
acquired rules), to predict how the interaction
will unfold.
To illustrate how the two systems operate,
imagine that two objects, A and B, are resting
on an apparatus ﬂoor. As infants view this
static scene, the OF system builds a temporary
representation of each object, which includes
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spatiotemporal (“where”) information as well
as identity (“what”) information. Each type of
information comprises broad categorical
descriptors as well as more ﬁne-grained featural descriptors. Now, imagine that A and
B become involved in a causal interaction.
This engages the PR system, which then builds
a specialized representation of this event, in
two steps. In the ﬁrst, the PR system uses the
OF system’s spatiotemporal and identity categorical descriptors to categorize the event.
For example, if B is identiﬁed as a container,
the event is categorized as an occlusion event if
A moves behind B, as a collision event if A hits
B, and as a containment event if A is placed
inside B. Once the PR system has categorized
the event, it assigns event-speciﬁc roles to the
objects (e.g., if A moves behind B, then A is
assigned the role of occludee and B that of
occluder). In the second step, the PR system
accesses the list of features it has identiﬁed as
causally relevant for predicting outcomes in
the event category selected, and it then taps
the OF system for information about these –
and only these – features. The retrieved information (e.g., about the relative heights and
widths of the occludee and occluder and about
the shape and pattern of the occludee) is then
added to the event’s representation. Finally,
the PR system brings to bear its physical
knowledge to interpret the categorical and featural information in the event’s representation
and guide infants’ responses.
The two-system model helps explain all of
the ﬁndings summarized to this point in the
chapter. First, it explains why very young
infants can already detect some core violations
(the spatiotemporal and identity categorical
information included in the PR system’s event
representations is sufﬁcient, when interpreted
by the core knowledge, to allow the detection
of these violations). Second, it explains why
infants become able to detect more subtle core
violations with development (once the PR

system has identiﬁed a feature as causally relevant for an event category, it routinely taps the
OF system for information about this feature
when representing events from the category,
making possible the detection of violations
involving the feature). Finally, it explains
why infants who detect a subtle core violation
in an event from one category may fail to do so
in a similar event from a different category,
even though the featural information necessary to detect this violation is available in the
OF system (the PR system only taps the OF
system for information about identiﬁed
features).

8.3.4.3 Carryover Effects
The two-system model also suggested new directions for research. In carryover experiments,
researchers asked the following question:
When infants see a sequence of two events that
involve the same objects but belong to different event categories (e.g., a cover is placed ﬁrst
in front of and then over an object), does the
PR system discard the featural information it
requested from the OF system for the ﬁrst
event’s representation, or does it carry over this
information to the second event’s representation, to save time and effort? If there is such a
carryover, it should have positive consequences whenever (1) the second event depicts
a subtle core violation that involves a particular feature and (2) this feature has been identiﬁed in the ﬁrst event’s category but not the
second event’s category. This is because information about the feature will be included in
the ﬁrst event’s representation and, when
carried over to the second event’s representation, will allow infants to detect the violation
in the event.
Several experiments have now demonstrated
carryover effects in infants’ detection of interaction violations (Baillargeon et al., 2009a;
Wang, 2011; Wang & Baillargeon, 2005) and
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change violations (Wang & Onishi, 2017). For
example, eight-month-olds detected an interaction violation when a short cover was ﬁrst
slid in front of a tall object, returned to its
initial position, and then lifted and lowered
over the object until it became fully hidden
(Wang & Baillargeon, 2005). The height information that was carried over from the occlusion to the covering event enabled infants to
detect a persistence violation that is typically
not detected until about twelve months (Wang
et al., 2005). Similarly, four-and-a-half-montholds detected an interaction violation when a
tall object was ﬁrst slid in front of a short
container, returned to its initial position, and
then lifted and lowered into the container until
it became almost fully hidden (Wang, 2011).
Here again, the carryover of height information from the occlusion to the containment
event enabled infants to detect a persistence
violation that is typically not detected until
about seven and a half months (Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2001a). Additional results indicated that this effect was eliminated when a
twenty-second delay was inserted between the
two events (infants either were turned away
from the apparatus or saw the tall object being
moved back and forth next to the container)
(Wang, 2011). There are thus temporal limits
to carryover effects: As the interval between
the two events increases, the PR system
becomes more likely to discard the featural
information from the ﬁrst event and tap the
OF system for the featural information it has
identiﬁed as relevant to the second event.

8.3.4.4 Priming Effects
In carryover experiments, by deﬁnition,
infants reason about a feature in a ﬁrst event
and then carry over the feature to a second,
target event; in priming experiments, researchers asked whether infants would still succeed if
instead of a ﬁrst event they saw a static array
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that highlighted the feature but gave them no
opportunity to reason about its effect on an
event’s outcome (Baillargeon et al., 2009a;
Lin et al., 2021; Wang, 2019). The rationale
was that if (1) the static array rendered information about the feature more salient in the
OF system and (2) this caused the OF system
to spontaneously pass on this information
when the PR system represented the target
event, then (3) the PR system should be able
to use the information to guide infants’
responses to the event.
One priming experiment with twelve-montholds, for example, focused on the feature color
in containment events (Lin et al., 2021). Infants
were assigned to a baseline or a priming condition. In the baseline condition, infants saw test
events in which a brightly colored (e.g.,
orange) doll was lowered into a container too
small to hold more than one doll. When lifted
again, the doll was either the same as before
(no-change event) or a different color (e.g.,
purple; change event). Infants failed to detect
the change to the doll’s color, indicating that
their PR system had not yet identiﬁed color as
a containment feature. The priming condition
was identical to the baseline condition except
that prior to the test events, infants saw a static
array of four dolls differing only in color
(orange, purple, yellow, pink). Infants now
detected the change to the doll’s color, suggesting that (1) the static array highlighted the
information about the dolls’ colors in the OF
system; (2) this color information was spontaneously passed on to the PR system; and (3)
when interpreted by the PR system’s physical
knowledge, this information allowed infants to
detect the persistence violation in the change
event. Additional priming experiments (Lin et
al., 2021) indicated that following exposure
to static arrays of objects differing only in
height, eight-to-ten-month-olds succeeded at
reasoning about height in tube events (recall
that this feature is typically identiﬁed at about
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fourteen months; Wang et al., 2005): They
detected a persistence violation if a tall object
was much shorter after being brieﬂy lowered
into a tall tube, and they searched for a tall
object in a tall as opposed to a short tube.
Similarly, following exposure to static arrays
of asymmetrical objects (Lin et al., 2021),
seven-month-olds succeeded at reasoning
about proportional distribution in support
events (recall that this feature is typically identiﬁed at about thirteen months; Baillargeon &
DeJong, 2017): They detected a gravity violation if an L-shaped box remained stable with
its larger end unsupported.
Like the carryover experiments discussed in
Section 8.3.4.3, these priming experiments
demonstrate that when information about a
feature is fortuitously included in an event
representation, however it comes to be so,
infants then bring to bear their physical knowledge to interpret this information, allowing
them to succeed at VOE and action tasks
involving the feature – even six months before
they typically identify the feature!

8.3.5 Information-Processing
Capabilities
In describing the two-system model, we
focused mainly on simple situations involving
a single event. What happens when two or
more events occur side by side in quick succession, with each event involving different
objects? As might be expected, infants’ limited
information-processing capacities begin to
restrict how well they represent and reason
about each event.
To illustrate, consider experiments in which
six-month-olds saw occlusion events involving
two identical screens, screen-1 and screen-2,
and two objects that differed in shape, A and
B (e.g., a red disk and a red triangle; Applin &
Kibbe, 2019; Káldy & Leslie, 2005; Kibbe &
Leslie, 2011, 2019). In the test events, A was

hidden behind screen-1, and then B was hidden
behind screen-2. Infants detected a change violation if screen-2 was lifted to reveal A, but not
if screen-1 was lifted to reveal B, suggesting
that they had difﬁculty keeping track of the
identity of the ﬁrst-hidden object. Infants
detected other violations involving this object,
however, indicating that they did represent
some information about it. For example,
infants detected a violation if screen-1 was
lifted to reveal no object at all (Kibbe &
Leslie, 2011). Furthermore, when A and
B differed in their ontological categories in
that one was human-like and one was not
(e.g., a doll’s head and a ball), infants detected
a violation if screen-1 was lifted to reveal
B instead of A (Kibbe & Leslie, 2019).
Together, these results suggest that when
A was hidden behind screen-1, the PR system
began building an event representation, using the
spatiotemporal and identity categorical descriptors provided by the OF system. However, the
PR system was unable to adequately deal with
the featural information for this event representation: When B was hidden behind screen-2, the
PR system had to begin building an event representation for this second event, and it did not
have sufﬁcient information-processing resources
to simultaneously (1) build this second event
representation and (2) complete and/or maintain
the ﬁrst one. Thus, while the second event representation included both categorical and featural
information about B, the ﬁrst event representation included only categorical information about
A (i.e., the PR system could not retrieve the
featural information about A from the OF
system and/or could not bind or maintain this
information). As a result, infants detected a violation if screen-1 was lifted to reveal no object or
an object from a different ontological category
than A, but not an object that simply differed in
shape from A.
These results support the two-system model,
and also make clear how limitations in infants’
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information-processing capacities can hamper
the operation of the PR system. Further results
with older infants make the same point (Káldy
& Leslie, 2003; Kibbe & Leslie, 2013): At nine
months, infants detected a violation if either
screen-1 or screen-2 was lifted to reveal the
wrong object, but they failed with a more challenging situation involving three screens and
three objects (for related ﬁndings with adults,
see Strickland & Scholl, 2015).

8.4 Third Wave: Developments in
the Object-File System
Although much of infants’ physical reasoning
could be explained by considering developments in their PR system and their
information-processing capacities, as we saw
in Sections 8.3.4 and 8.3.5, there remained a
critical difﬁculty. Experiments with occlusion
or containment events indicated that although
infants detected interaction and change violations involving features they had identiﬁed for
these categories, they nevertheless failed to
detect individuation violations involving these
same features. An individuation violation is a
type of persistence violation in which fewer
objects are revealed at the end of an event than
were presented during the event, as though one
or more objects had magically disappeared.
Xu, Carey, and their colleagues were the ﬁrst
to report this bafﬂing failure (Van de Walle
et al., 2000; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu et al.,
2004), and similar results were subsequently
obtained in a wide range of individuation tasks
(for reviews, see Baillargeon et al., 2012;
Stavans et al., 2019). In one task, for example,
an experimenter’s hand brought out two
objects in alternation on either side of a large
screen; for present purposes, let us assume that
the objects belonged to the same basic-level
category and differed only in their featural
properties (e.g., a large red ball with blue dots
and a small yellow ball with white stripes).
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After several repetitions of this occlusion event,
the screen was removed to reveal only one of the
objects. Infants aged twelve months and
younger failed to detect this violation, suggesting that they did not clearly expect to see two
objects when the screen was removed, and hence
that they were unable to individuate the objects
in the occlusion event (i.e., to determine how
many individual objects were present; Lin &
Baillargeon, 2018; Lin et al., 2019; Stavans
et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2004). To researchers
familiar with the literature on early physical
reasoning, these results were puzzling. By twelve
months, most infants have identiﬁed size, pattern, and color as occlusion features, and the
persistence principle dictates that these features
cannot undergo spontaneous changes (e.g., a
ball cannot spontaneously change size, pattern,
or color). Why, then, did infants not infer that
two objects were present behind the screen?
Controversy over the causes of infants’ individuation failures persisted for many years,
because most accounts could explain only a
subset of available ﬁndings. However, it eventually became clear that by extending the twosystem model described in the last section to
consider not only developments in the PR system
but also developments in the OF system, one could
reconcile the ﬁndings of individuation tasks with
those of other physical-reasoning tasks.

8.4.1 Individuation in the OF and
PR Systems
Stavans et al. (2019) proposed that infants’
individuation failures stem from catastrophic
(as opposed to reconcilable) disagreements
between the OF and PR systems. Here, we
describe four key assumptions of their account.

8.4.1.1 Different Bases for Individuation
When a physical event comes to an end,
infants successfully track the objects involved
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past the endpoint of the event as long as the
OF and PR systems agree on how many
objects are present. To individuate objects,
each system uses somewhat different information: The OF system uses categorical information (i.e., the categorical descriptors in the
objects’ ﬁles), whereas the PR system uses both
categorical and featural information (i.e., the
categorical and featural information in the
event’s representation).
Why does the OF system not use the featural as well as the categorical information in
its ﬁles to individuate objects in physical
events? After all, in object-recognition tasks,
the OF system does use the featural information at its disposal to detect changes (Oakes
et al., 2006; Wang & Goldman, 2016; Wang &
Mitroff, 2009). Why are things different in
physical-reasoning tasks? According to the
two-system model, the main reason has to do
with infants’ limited information-processing
resources. During an event, the OF and PR
systems are both engaged, but the PR system
has priority: It must operate rapidly, online, to
make sense of the unfolding event and predict
its outcome. While this is happening (and
taking up a sizeable portion of infants’
information-processing resources), the OF
system can do little more than track the objects
in the event by checking their categorical
descriptors. Thus, if two objects that come into
view in alternation have different descriptors,
the OF system infers that two objects are present; if they have the same descriptors, however, it infers that a single object is present and
updates its featural properties.
In challenging situations that tax their
information-processing resources, adults, too,
tend to focus on objects’ categorical descriptors; provided these are maintained across
views, they fail to notice changes to objects’
features (unless, of course, these changes are
perceptually highly salient). For example, in
an experiment inspired by the work of Xu

and Carey (1996), Simons and Levin (1998)
embedded an occlusion event in a novel social
interaction on a college campus. An actor who
carried a map and was dressed as a construction worker (e.g., a young White man wearing
a plain hard hat, black shirt, and white pants)
approached individual students and asked for
directions. In each case, the interaction
between the actor and the student was interrupted by two confederates who passed
between them, carrying a door. While
occluded, the actor surreptitiously switched
positions with one of the confederates, another
young White man who also carried a map and
was dressed as a construction worker, though
in different clothing (e.g., a hard hat with a
logo, a tool belt, a light blue shirt, and tan
pants). Most students failed to notice the
change to the actor, suggesting that they selectively compared the pre- and post-change
actors’ categorical descriptors (e.g., young,
White, male construction worker requesting
directions) and mistakenly inferred that a
single actor was present because these descriptors remained constant across views.

8.4.1.2 Developments
In each system, signiﬁcant developments occur
with age in how objects are represented. In the
OF system, more ﬁne-grained spatiotemporal
and identity categorical descriptors come to be
used in objects’ ﬁles. With respect to identity
descriptors, for example, infants under twelve
months typically do not spontaneously encode
an isolated object’s basic-level category, such
as ball, toy duck, or cup (Pauen, 2002; Xu &
Carey, 1996). However, they do encode more
abstract or ontological descriptors, such as
whether the object is human-like or nonhuman (Bonatti et al., 2002; Kibbe & Leslie,
2019), whether it is animate or inanimate
(Setoh et al., 2013; Surian & Caldi, 2010),
and whether it is a container (open at the
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top), a cover (open at the bottom), a tube
(open at both ends), or a closed object (Mou
& Luo, 2017; Wang et al., 2005). By their ﬁrst
birthday, infants begin to spontaneously
encode objects’ basic-level categories (Cacchione
et al., 2013; Xu & Carey, 1996).
Turning to the PR system, two types of
changes occur with development. First,
because categorical descriptors are passed on
to the PR system for its event representations,
the OF system’s more ﬁne-grained categorical
descriptors will also be available to the PR
system. Second, as we saw in the last section
of the chapter, the PR system includes more
and more detailed information about objects’
properties and arrangements as it learns, event
category by event category, what features are
causally relevant for predicting outcomes.

8.4.1.3 Catastrophic Disagreements
It follows from the preceding discussions that
under some conditions, the OF and PR
systems will disagree on how many objects
are present. In particular, consider an occlusion event in which two objects (e.g., two different balls, as before) emerge in alternation
on either side of a screen. Because the OF
system can establish a continuous spatiotemporal trace between successive emergences, it
assigns similar spatiotemporal categorical
descriptors to each object. Disagreements
between the two systems occur when (1) the
OF system also assigns the same identity categorical descriptors to each object (e.g., nonhuman, inanimate, ball) and hence infers that
a single object is present behind the screen,
while (2) the PR system encodes distinct featural information about each object (e.g.,
large, red, blue dots; small, yellow, white
stripes) and hence infers that two objects are
present behind the screen. Stavans et al. (2019)
refer to such disagreements as catastrophic.
Before the screen is lowered, the OF signals
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that a single object is present behind the
screen, whereas the PR system signals that
two objects are present. At this point, the OF
realizes that its object ﬁle is corrupted: It does
not cleanly refer to a single object in the world
but instead contains a tangled mix of information that pertains to two separate objects.
The OF system then discards its corrupted ﬁle,
leading infants to have no expectation at all
about how many objects will be revealed when
the screen is lowered.

8.4.1.4 Reconcilable Disagreements
In catastrophic disagreements, the OF system
represents a single object in a hiding location,
whereas the PR system represents two objects
in the same location. The systems cannot
recover from such disagreements, leading to
individuation failures. However, they can
recover from other types of disagreements. In
particular, consider an occlusion event in
which two objects (e.g., two different balls)
emerge in alternation on either side of a screen.
Finally, one of the objects stops in plain view
next to the screen, which is then lowered. The
OF system will assign the same categorical
descriptors to each object, will infer that a
single object is present, and will conclude that
this object is now resting in view, leaving no
object behind the screen. In contrast, the PR
system will encode distinct featural information about each object, will infer that two
objects are present, and will conclude that
while one is resting in view, the other remains
hidden behind the screen. In this situation, the
OF and PR systems have no disagreement
about the object in view; their disagreement is
only about whether objects remain behind the
screen. The OF system assumes that there are
none, whereas the PR system signals that one
object still remains. Because the OF system
currently has no object ﬁle linked to the area
behind the screen, it can respond to the PR
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system’s signal by adding one object ﬁle for
that area. The OF and PR systems are then in
agreement, leading infants to expect one object
when the screen is lowered.

8.4.2 Predictions
The two-system model can explain a wide
range of individuation ﬁndings, and here
we focus on three predictions in particular
(see Stavans et al., 2019, for additional
predictions).

8.4.2.1 Prediction 1: Categorical Descriptors
According to the two-system model, young
infants should succeed at an individuation task
whenever the OF system assigns different identity categorical descriptors to the objects. In
line with this analysis, twelve-month-olds
(who use basic-level as well as ontological
descriptors) succeed when tested with objects
from different basic-level categories (e.g., a toy
duck and a ball; Van de Walle et al., 2000; Xu
& Carey, 1996), and nine-to-ten-month-olds
(who use ontological but not basic-level
descriptors) succeed when tested with objects
from different ontological categories (e.g., a
doll and a ball; Bonatti et al., 2002; Decarli
et al., 2020; Surian & Caldi, 2010).
Although infants under twelve months typically fail to individuate objects that differ only
in their basic-level categories, they succeed if
induced to encode these categories via experimental manipulations (Futó et al., 2010;
Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018; Xu, 2002). For
example, in a language-based manipulation
(Xu, 2002), nine-month-olds heard a distinct
label (e.g., “Look, a duck!” or “Look, a ball!”)
as each object came into view during the occlusion event. Following this manipulation,
infants detected a violation when the screen
was lowered to reveal only one of the objects.
Similarly, in a function-based manipulation

(Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018), four-montholds ﬁrst watched functional demonstrations
for two different tools, one at a time (e.g., in
one trial, a masher was used to compress
sponges, and in another trial, tongs were used
to pick them up). The two tools were then
brought out in alternation from behind a
screen, and infants detected a violation when
the screen was lowered to reveal only one of
the tools.
Finally, although twelve-month-olds typically fail to individuate objects they encode as
merely featurally distinct, they succeed if they
ﬁrst see the objects play different roles in other
events (recall that the OF system includes both
incoming and stored information in objects’
ﬁles). Thus, in a role-based manipulation (Lin
et al., 2019), thirteen-month-olds ﬁrst saw two
blocks that differed only in pattern and color
play different event roles in relation to a toy
(e.g., in one trial, one block supported the toy,
and in another trial, the other block was supported by the toy). The two blocks were then
brought out in alternation from behind a
screen, and infants detected a violation when
the screen was lowered to reveal only one of
the blocks.

8.4.2.2 Prediction 2: Catastrophic
Disagreements
According to the two-system model, when the
OF system signals that one object is present in
a hiding location but the PR system signals
that two objects are present, the OF system
discards its corrupted object ﬁle, leading
infants to hold no expectation at all about
how many objects are present. Consistent with
this analysis, after seeing two objects they
encoded as merely featurally distinct emerge
in alternation from behind a screen, elevenmonth-olds detected no violation when the
screen was lowered to reveal no object at all
(Stavans et al., 2019). Similarly, after seeing
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two objects they encoded as merely featurally
distinct being lifted, one at a time, from a
large container, nine-month-olds detected
no violation if the container remained silent
when shaken, as though empty (Stavans et al.,
2019).

8.4.2.3 Prediction 3: Reconcilable
Disagreements
According to the two-system model, when the
OF system signals that no object remains in a
hiding location but the PR system signals that
one object remains, the OF system then adds
an object ﬁle for that location. In line with this
analysis, positive ﬁndings have been obtained
with ﬁve-to-eleven-month-olds in a variety of
remainder tasks (Lin & Baillargeon, 2019;
McCurry et al., 2009; Stavans et al., 2019;
Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Wilcox &
Schweinle, 2002; Xu & Baker, 2005). In one
experiment, for example, eleven-month-olds
ﬁrst saw two objects they encoded as merely
featurally distinct emerge in alternation from
behind a screen (Lin & Baillargeon, 2019).
Next, one of the objects paused in plain view,
and the screen was lowered to reveal an empty
area – only the paused object was visible next
to the screen. Infants detected the violation in
this event, suggesting that the OF system successfully added an object ﬁle when the PR
system signaled that an object remained
behind the screen. Results were positive even
if three featurally distinct objects emerged in
alternation in the occlusion event. As long as
the OF system assumed that no object
remained behind the screen at the end of the
event, (1) the PR system could signal that two
objects still remained behind the screen and (2)
the OF system could add two object ﬁles
pointing to that area, leading infants to detect
a violation when the screen was lowered to
reveal only one object.
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8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we sought to offer a historical
overview that made clear how three successive
waves of research on early physical reasoning
over the past four decades not only led to a
deeper understanding of the development of
this ability but also helped shed light on the
cognitive architecture needed to support it. In
the ﬁrst wave, demonstrations of early sensitivity to persistence, inertia, and gravity led to the
suggestion that a skeletal framework of core
principles guides infants’ reasoning about
physical events. In the second wave came the
realization that infants often fail to adhere to
these principles in their predictions and actions
due to limitations in their PR system: Early in
development, event representations in the PR
system tend to be very sparse and often lack
the featural information necessary for infants
to respond appropriately. Over time, however,
event representations become richer and more
detailed as the PR system forms event categories and identiﬁes causally relevant features for
each category. Finally, the third wave made
clear that even when featural information is
included in an event representation, infants
may still fail to adhere to the core principle
of persistence in their predictions and actions
due to limitations in their OF system: While the
PR system uses both the categorical and featural information in its event representations
to individuate objects in an event, the OF
system uses only the categorical information
in its object ﬁles for this purpose. When the
two systems disagree as an event comes to an
end (e.g., the PR system signals that two
objects are present behind a screen, whereas
the OF system signals that a single object is
present), infants fail to track the objects past
the endpoint of the event.
The two-system model provides a coherent,
integrative framework for the ﬁndings from
these three waves of research. As we saw, this
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model not only reconciles ﬁndings that initially
appeared puzzling or even contradictory but
also makes novel predictions that are being
tested in different laboratories. Nevertheless,
the two-system model still leaves many questions unanswered. For example, at what age
does infants’ OF system begin to use featural
information to individuate objects in physical
events, and what are the mechanisms responsible for this development? Could the OF system
be induced to use featural information for this
purpose at an earlier age, via experimental
manipulations? The next wave of research
should bring answers to these questions.
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